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MiXmass II - the second edition of a new festival organised by B.O.X (Baroque Orchestration               
X) in coproduction with deSingel - International Arts Campus - has come to a close...  
It was a magical edition yet again, with unique musical encounters on- and offstage, and a                
fantastic, warm atmosphere in the darkest time of the year. A true ‘high mass of connection’:                
more than 40 musicians found each other at the invitation of B.O.X and created an unforgettable                
evening together.  
 
According to HUMO , "miXmass was a party where musical cocktail shakers were calling the shots               
once more, and where explorers without inhibitions happily allowed themselves to get tipsy. A              
B.O.X-ing match with only winners in the ring: it’s becoming a yearly tradition. More of that in 2020                  
please." -  review HUMO  (in Dutch) 
 
We are still walking on clouds... For those who weren’t there, some reactions and fragments:  
 
* Richard Reed Parry (CAN; Arcade Fire) 

 
RRP: "Thank you Pieter Theuns and B.O.X for this incredible one-night-only magic. Quiet river as 
never heard before with 12 piece ensemble of baroque instruments played by absurdly beautiful 
musicians. Dreamy." 
 
Watch the item in Belgium National TV news (partly in Dutch): 
mixmass-pop-en-hiphop-in-een-barokkleedje 

https://www.humo.be/concert-reviews/397447/festivalreview-mixmass-2019-de-singel
https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2019/01/05/mixmass-pop-en-hiphop-in-een-barokkleedje/


* Petur Ben (IS) 

 
PB: "What Pieter does with this festival is both brave and beautiful. It is not normal classical music.                  
And it is not weird avant-garde either. It is a warm fuzzy festival. I just realize it now; I was                    
watching Tsar B and there were singers around the concert-hall. Pieter was orchestrating the              
musicians. He was making these surprises and heartwarming experiences that people take home. It              
bleeds into the other artists. When you go on stage, you are less afraid. People accept it here, and                   
that will be a brand for the future: people come here to witness something that is both innocent and                   
sophisticated at the same time."   
 
-Watch the interview with Petur Ben 
 
* Hanna Benn (USA) 

  
HB: "It was an honor to collaborate and meet with such brilliant creatives in one space. Special 
thanks to Pieter Theuns for his vision, and for B.O.X & Utopia for performing with me. Cheers to 
music & making lifelong friendships!"  
 
* ATV  (Antwerp Television Station): watch a short preview report in the build-up to the festival 
(in Dutch) muzikaal-feestje-mixmass-in-de-singel 
 
* TYO (deSingel media lab): some previews and interviews: http://theyoungones.desingel.be/ 
 

 
With that many beautiful memories and reactions, we are very pleased to announce that there 

will be a  *third edition* of miXmass in 2020 !   

http://theyoungones.desingel.be/
https://atv.be/nieuws/video-muzikaal-feestje-mixmass-in-de-singel-71377


To conclude, some items in the category ‘ other news’! 
 
Two collaborations that have their origins in the first edition of miXmass (January 2018) have 
gone on to flourish in 2019: 
 
In the week after miXmass, it was announced that the second performance of ‘Lulletje’ - the                
collaboration of B.O.X with Johan Petit and MartHa!tentatief - in the iconic Bourla Theatre is               
also sold out! Both performances take place as part of ‘Antwerpse kleppers’, a yearly festival that                
celebrates the highlights of the passed cultural year in Antwerp. More info is to be found here.  
 

 
 
But also abroad, B.O.X is moving on! Last week it was announced that on September 21, 2019,                 
Efterklang will present their new album ‘ Altid Sammen’ in collaboration with B.O.X at the              
Reeperbahn Festival in Hamburg. The concert will take place in the even more iconic              
Elbphilharmonie (Großer Saal). More information can be found here.  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bourla_Theatre
http://www.marthatentatief.be/voorstelling/lulletje
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elbphilharmonie
https://efterklang.net/news/elbphilharmonie
http://www.boxbaroque.com/

